
 

Prefabrication and Modular Construction: 
Providing Value from a Builders Perspective 
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CR3099-P A prefabrication strategy allows for the practice of lean concepts, while delivering a 

successful project. Prefabrication of MEP systems has been used in our industry for some time. A lot of 
the same benefits are realized in prefabricating architectural building elements. Various projects types fit 
the mold for prefabrication, including hospitals, institutions, hotels, and industrial facilities. All of these 
types of projects have something in common: highly-repetitive building components and systems. By 
incorporating a prefabrication strategy, a number of benefits are achievable, including reducing material 
handling, construction waste, delivery impacts to a congested site, and schedule. In addition, the quality 
of work is increased and safety is improved due to the controlled working environment. This class 
focuses on a recently completed healthcare project in which prefabrication was used and also highlights 
the challenges that were overcome to deliver a successful project. 

Learning Objectives 
At the end of this class, you will be able to: 

 Engage the design team, subcontractors, and owner to plan for prefabrication in the design phase 

 Recognize opportunities to implement a prefabrication strategy in different project delivery methods 

 Explain how BIM plays an important role in early decision making, collaboration, and coordination of 
multiple trades 

 Describe the potential cost savings and productivity increase when implementing this approach 

 

About the Speaker 
 

Shannon Lightfoot is responsible for management and implementation of McCarthy’s VDC 

initiatives within the Central Division. This includes establishing VDC project strategy, training 

field personnel, monitoring BIM project execution, providing support for BIM process 

improvements, and performing research and development on new BIM technology. His main 

focus is to help project staff gain efficiency, improve quality, and increase productivity using 

BIM technology.  

slightfoot@mccarthy.com 

http://www.linkedin.com/pub/lightfoot-shannon/6/289/99 

www.mccarthy.com 
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Improving the Delivery Process 
 
The concept of prefabrication has been around for many years.  One of the earliest examples, Pre-tied 

Rebar cages, has been done for years to increase productivity in concrete work.  Advancements in 

Building Information Modeling (BIM) have brought about many productivity enhancements among MEP 

trades.  BIM tools and CAD software allows for early detection and resolution of conflicts in the 3D 

environment.   In addition, modeling of these systems has equated to an increase in pre-assembled MEP 

racks for improved installation efficiency. This example is being utilized on projects more now than ever 

before.  Going forward more projects are taking this concept and applying it to other building elements.  

Prefabricated modular interior and exterior wall units are being rapidly installed in the field today and 

more is expected in the future of lean construction. 

 

The underlying theme in all of these examples is ‘streamlining traditional tasks and workflows’.  By doing 

this a number of benefits are achievable:  Enhancements in productivity, Improvement of project 

schedule, reduction of wasted material, lowering overall costs, controlling quality of work, and minimizing 

safety incidents. 

 
The Good Samaritan Regional Health Center in Mt. Vernon, IL is a full service, state of the art healthcare 

facility.  This 382,000-square foot building includes 134 patient rooms, a 16,000-square foot ER 

department, a 10-bed Women’s birthing center and nursery, 12,000-square foot surgery department, an 

outpatient center, imaging, therapy, and rehabilitation.   
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Early Involvement and Collaboration 
 

Collaboration is important in so many ways in our industry.  The flow of information is key in getting things 

done effectively.  The delivery method for this project was CM at Risk, which gave us the, GC/CM, an 

opportunity to work with the client early and develop a value-added strategy for the project.  Based on the 

repetitive components in the facility, the project team saw prefabrication as an opportunity to really bring 

value to the project.  A number of benefits made this enticing to the owner, 1. GMP shared savings would 

go back to the owner, 2. The subcontractor community has some familiarity with similar processes.  

 

While ideal, you don’t have 

to be involved in a Design-

Build, or IPD project to 

take advantage of the 

prefabrication process. 

This project was not 

designed with 

prefabrication in mind, 

which made it challenging, 

but not impossible, to 

develop a strategy that 

would work. Early 

involvement and buy-in is 

the key, along with 

recognizing what makes 

since for the project. The 

team focused on a 4 step 

approach to keep things 

simple: Assess the project 

for opportunities and 

enhancements, Build the 

components as specified 

for efficient install, 

Transport the units to the 

jobsite, and Install them.  

We looked at various options to prefabricate fully finished bathroom units, but there were challenges with 

that approach. 

 

1. The patient bathrooms were designed as outboard rooms which made it difficult to ensure the 

building envelope integrity.  Had these bathrooms been 

designed as inboard rooms, it would be ideal for full unit 

installation. 

 

2. It made since from a schedule savings standpoint, but  

not from a cost savings or logistical standpoint.  Often a 

premium is paid for fully finished units, though you will 

Courtesy of Eggrock Modular Solutions 
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likely see an ROI in regard to schedule, material, and efficiency.  Because the patient rooms were 

not on the critical path of the schedule, the project would not have seen the same ROI compared to 

a project with these items on the critical path. 

 

3. The patient bathrooms were designed with full height walls, which made it difficult to get the units 

on the floor and set in place.  We need a strategy that would allow us to prefabrication enough to 

justify the effort but also, to get the units in place after the main framing throughout the floor was 

already in progress. 

 
 

Coordination and BIM 
 
Once we had buy-in from the owner, our next step was working with the design team to overcome the 

challenges previously mentioned. We discussed our options as far wall height requirements.  Originally 

the bathroom walls were designed to go to the deck above, to keep the separation between the patient 

rooms.  We settled on a change 

that allowed the dividing wall to 

extend to the deck, keeping the 

separation, while the bathroom 

walls could be lowered to just 

above the ceiling. 

 

We utilized a 3D model to go 

discuss different options and the 

get approval for this method.  By 

being able to lead this effort, the 

design team did not incur any cost 

for changing the design or contract 

documents, and we were able to 

take care of the changes to the 

framing through the shop drawing 

process.   

 

 

The model and coordination 

drawings were also used in the 

subcontractor buy-out process.  

By doing this the subs had a 

clear understanding of what was 

expected from the prefabrication 

process, and were able to price 

their scope of work accordingly. 
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After the constructability review process, we finalized our strategy – We settled on a panelized system for 

the prefabricated bathrooms and headwalls.  This made the most since for the team because we would 

be able to build each panel off-site and transport them to the project on palettes that we could easily 

maneuver into the building 

and through the floors.  This 

took are of the logistical 

challenges of transporting 

and installing a full unit.  In 

addition, there was no 

additional equipment rental 

needed specifically for the 

units, because of size and 

weigh capacities. 

 

The last step in the planning 

phase and before we could 

hit the ground running, was 

acquiring a fabrication facility 

to build and store the units 

and materials.  We rented a 

30,000 sf warehouse roughly 

3 miles from the jobsite.  This 

proximity allowed for a 

steady flow of materials for 

installation and kept freight cost to a minimum. 

 

 

Prefabrication Process 
 

We started the build process with Mock-ups of the individual patient bathrooms and the headwall units.  

This step was to ensure the units were built per the design and all items were covered before mass 

producing the 

panels.  This 

also allowed us 

to work out the 

details regarding 

bathroom 

accessory 

locations, and 

use it as a 

template for the 

rest of the 

prefabricated 

components. 
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The next step was to build templates and jigs that helped to speed up the fabrication process and 

enabled each panel to be built exactly the same.  The bathroom units were broken up into (8) individual 

panels.  There were templates created for each panel station of the prefabrication process.  Each trade 

had a template to use when installing their portion of the work. 

  
 
Traditionally when ordering material, trades would procure a small percentage overage on material to 
compensate for materials being cut at incorrect lengths or being damaged on-site.   This would allow for 
work to proceed without delays.  Through the prefabrication process the trades, in most cases, were able 
to order material at exact lengths which helped to reduce a lot of the waste, and control costs.   
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The entire process operated like an 

assembly line, moving from station to 

station with each trade adding their 

piece of work.  The panels were then 

sorted and organized according to 

panel type then stored until they 

were ready for inspection.  Before 

they were loaded up and transported 

to the jobsite, the inspectors came in 

and inspected the panels for 

compliance.  The inspectors actually 

loved this process because they 

didn’t have to walk floor to floor 

through the entire building to do their 

inspections. Traditionally, this 

process took time and additional man 

power depending on the project size.  

The prefabrication process however, 

sped up their process as well and 

added to their efficiency.  
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After the inspections were completed, the panels were ready to be transported to the jobsite for 

installation.  Panels were sorted and stacked on palettes for easy maneuvering through the building. 

 

Best Practice Tip: Consider establishing an ID 

tagging/marking system, especially for large projects, so 

panels that look similar are not mistakenly installed in the 

wrong location.  QR codes work well for this, because a superintendent can utilize his/her smart phone or 

other mobile device to identify the correct units to be installed. 
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Value added and ROI 
 

Prefabrication Summary 

 Bathroom installation ~ Avg. 25 minutes 

 Headwall installation ~ Avg. 10 minutes 

 Schedule Savings ~ 9 weeks 

 Overall Cost Savings ~ $350,000 

 Safety ~ 30% reduction in recordable incident rates 

o Good Samaritan (Prefab) ~ 1.5 RIR 

o Comparable projects (Non-Prefab) ~ 2.5 RIR 

 

Key Factors 

Reduced Height of Bathroom Walls 
Increased Productivity on Bathroom Walls 
Increased Productivity on Headwalls Units 
Added Plywood on Bathroom Ceilings 
Set up shop/Jigs 
Loading/Shipping Units at Warehouse 
Rental of off-site Fabrication Facility 

 

Safety 

A big advantage of the prefabrication process that often gets over looked is the reduction of safety 

incidents.  A couple of factors come into play for this: 

 On-site man-hours are diverted to a controlled warehouse environment 

 A large percentage of stored materials are removed from the job site 

 

Because of this, the Good Samaritan project had a Recordable Incident Rate (RIR) of 1.5*.  For 

comparison, we performed an analysis of RIR’s for (3) similar healthcare projects in our company that 

performed the project in the traditional fashion.  The average RIR for those projects was 2.5*.  That 

equates to a 30% reduction in safety incidents for the Good Samaritan project. 
*Based on Total Man-hours per project 

 
 

Much planning and coordination goes into a successful prefabrication process.  We need to consider 

what is best for each individual project. There is not a standard solution for most of what we do and 

prefabrication is no different. Ideally, the approach on any project considering prefabrication should be to 

plan for prefab early in the design process.  Building components can be changed and optimized for 

prefabrication, with less impact to cost and the overall schedule.  The “Bell” curve is a great example of 

the impact early decision making can have on cost and schedule.  Lastly, buy-in is very important.  

Getting everyone on the same page in understanding the prefabrication process and expectations makes 

all the difference. 

On the Good Samaritan Regional Health Center project, we were able to set out 134 patient bathrooms 

and 134 patient headwalls, complete with MEP rough-in, in 12 working days, had we done this the 

traditional way it would have taken the team months to complete. 


